
ALT-TEXT AS POETRY



WELCOME !



Access check



Feel free to disregard 
social etiquette in the 
name of access. 
— Kevin Gotkin



Everything is optional



PLAN



The plan: 
About this project 
Alt-text 
Poetry 
Examples  
2 writing exercises
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ALT-TEXT



Alt-text basics



Alt-text provides a textual alternative 
to non-text content in web pages.

Source: webaim.org/techniques/alttext/



Alt-text is read by screen readers in 
place of images allowing the content 
and function of the image to be 
accessible to those with visual or 
certain cognitive disabilities.

Source: webaim.org/techniques/alttext/



Why is this non-text content here? 
What information is it presenting? 
What purpose does it fulfill?

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Accessibility/Alternative_text_for_images



Alt-text and you



TWITTER



FACEBOOK

20



INSTAGRAM



YOUR WEBSITE 
YOUR JOB’S WEBSITE



POETRY



What can alt-text 
learn from poetry?



Attention to language



Attention to language 

Word economy



Attention to language 

Word economy 

Experimental approach



EXAMPLES



@dealthvalleynps 

Alt-text: twisted wood branches in the 
foreground with an arc of stars in the sky 
above a dark distant mountain. 

Caption: Visiting Death Valley this summer to 
view the spectacular night sky? Remember, 
moonlight will reduce the number of stars you 
can see, so plan your visit during a new moon. 
Download our summer visitor guide from the 
link in our bio for more night sky viewing tips 
and a night sky almanac.



MCA Chicago Website 

Alt-text: A lopsided man who appears 
inebriated sits jauntily in a chair. One of his 
hands holds a cigar while the other rests on 
the curvaceous butt of a nearby woman who 
stands painting at an easel. 

Caption: Jessica Campbell, The Brutal Telling, 
2018. Acrylic rug on panel; 36 × 48 in. Photo: 
James Prinz, courtesy of Western Exhibitions.



@mzalopany 

Alt-text: a screen shot of me being very 
impressed by my nephew Harry’s new hat. The 
hat is a plastic green roof taken from a doll’s 
house. 

Caption: n/a 



TODAY



Intent



Logistics



tinyurl.com/y8q3w48c

http://tinyurl.com/y8q3w48c


EXERCISE  1



Warm up



Write things (objects, people, stuff) 
that are present in the image or 
related to the image.



Write descriptive words that 
describe the image, a part of the 
image, or your response to it. 



Discussion



EXERCISE  3



Length and priorities



Write a single sentence to describe 
the image. The sentence should 
capture whatever you think is most 
important about the image.



Write a second sentence about the 
second most important thing.



Now write a third sentence about the 
third most important thing.



Discussion



WE  DID  IT



Additional resources



#AltTextStudyClub



Coming soon: 

• Website! 

• Workbook!



@shanfinnegan 

shannonfinnegan.com 

studio@shannonfinnegan.com

http://shannonfinnegan.com
mailto:studio@shannonfinnegan.com


THANK YOU !


